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Abstraet--Identifiability and observation design problems for the Burgers equation, a model 
for the nonhysteretic infiltration in nonswelling soil, are considered. In estimating initial water 
distribution from a finite set of measurements, the identifiability under approximation is proved. 
In predicting the water distributions, an algorithm for observation design problems i provided and 
analyzed with the maximum error bound. Also, numerical simulations are performed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider an identifiability problem for the initial water distribution in soil 
and observation design problems as we mentioned in [1], which are interesting questions and are 
necessary for predicting the water distribution in the past and the future. These problems have 
been important issues in soil science, as well as in environmental nd agricultural engineering. 
The Fokker-Planck diffusion-convection equation or the Pdchards equation has been used to 
describe the underground water flow in unsaturated regions. These equations are derived from the 
consideration of mass conservation, Darcy's empirical aw, and the assumption that air effects 
and compressibility of both water and solid matrix are negligible (see [2,3]). In the case of 
space dimension 1, when the soil water diffusivity is assumed to be constant and the hydraulic 
conductivity is proportional to the square of the reduced water content, the Richards equation 
becomes the Burgers equation [2]. The mathematical model for infiltration adopted in this paper 
is the following form of the Burgers equation: 
0~ ~02~ - 2a(# + 00 (1.1) 
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with the initial and boundary conditions 
~)(z, 0) = I0(z), (1.2) 
[ a(v9 + b) 2 - ~zzJ (0, t) = f0, (1.3) 
#(L, t) = #L. 
Here, ~ = O(z, t) is the volumetric water content, z is the depth, t is the time, 6 is the soil water 
diffusivity, OL is a constant, and a(~ + b) 2 represents he hydraulic onductivity. Thus, the model 
(1.1)-(1.3) describes the constant rate rainfall infiltration in the soil of finite depth (see [4]). For 
more discussions of related models, see [2,5]. 
In this paper, we assume that the constant parameters 5, a, b, f0, tgL are known and con- 
sider an identification problem for the initial distribution I0 with appropriate observations of the 
solution ~. For the compatibility conditions, we assume that 
OL = Io(L), fo = a [Io(O) + b] 2 - 6IG(O ). (1.4) 
Let Y be a class of functions defined on [0, L], such that for each I0 E Y there exists a 
unique solution v~(I0) of (1.1)-(1.3) corresponding to the parameter I0. Let Z denote the space 
corresponding to an observation process F. Then, we have a parameter-to-output map (I) defined 
by (I)(I0) = F(~)(Io)). For any two elements I0, I0 E Y, if I0 # I0 implies (I)(I0) # (I)(I0), we say 
that the parameter I0 is identifiable from the observation process F. That is, the identifiability 
condition is the injectivity of the parameter-to-output mapping (I). 
Although the identifiability is mathematically interesting and important, it is not easy to an- 
swer the question. Kitamura and Nakagiri [6] provided a necessary and sufficient condition for 
identifiability for a linear one-dimensional parabolic partial differential equation. More references 
can be found in [7,8]. Roughly speaking, the identifiability requires ufficiently many observa- 
tions. But it is impossible to obtain such observations practically in most of situations, due to 
technical or economical reasons. Moreover, because of uncertain disturbances in modelling and 
measurements, he parameter estimation problems have been usually reduced to an optimization 
problem in output least squares formulation [9,10]. For the model (1.1)-(1.3), the authors de- 
veloped several approximation schemes for estimating the constant parameters, 5 a, b (see 11]), 
and the Io and the flux (see [1]) from the least square formulations. 
In this paper, we consider the concept of parameter identifiability under approximation, which 
was introduced in [12], to obtain an approximation of the unknown parameter Io from a finite set 
of observations which can be obtained practically. This is a direct method so that we do not need 
an iteration procedure to obtain a minimizer which is needed in the least square approaches. Thus, 
the estimation process is fast and easy to apply. Furthermore, we will provide an observation 
design methodology for Obtaining an approximate solution within a prescribed or desired accuracy. 
Let W o be a fixed observation time and let {x,n}l<m<8 be a set of points in [0, L], 0 ---- X0 ~_ 
Xl < "'" < X, _< L. Suppose we are given a set {(~m}l<m<8 of measurements, where each (~m 
corresponds to the amount of water contained in the region [Xm-1, Xm] at time To. Thus, we may 
assume that we are given the data 
Note that Orn ~n = ~- i--1 (~ for 1 < m < s. We take the parameter set Y as C[0,L], the set 
of all continuous functions defined on [0,L]. It can be proved that for each I0 E C[0,L], there 
exists a unique solution ~)(I0) of (1.1)-(1.3) (see Section 2). So, the parameter-to-output mapping 
( I)s : C[0, L] --* R a given by 
{/? } '¢'(Io) = # (X, To; Io) dx (1.5) 
l (Crn<s 
is well defined. 
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The nonlinearity of the equation (1.1) and nonhomogeneity of the boundary condition (1.3) 
make the estimation procedure complicated. We start with changing the problem by a suitable 
transformation to a linear one. 
2. TRANSFORMATION 
It is well known (see [1,4,13,14]) that (1.1)-(1.3) can be transformed by the Cole-Hopf trans- 
formation to a Sturm-Liouville-type problem. Here, we only summarize the derivation and the 
related properties. For more details, see [1,4,11]. Define 
v(z,t) = h(t) {exp ( -6  fo z [O(x,t, +b] dx) -p(z) } , (2.1, 
where h(t) = exp((a/6)fot), g(z) -- [1 + a(L -- z)]/[1 + aL] with a -- a/6(VgL + b). By direct 
calculations, it is easily verified that if t9 is a smooth solution to (1.1)-(1.3), v satisfies the heat 
equation 
Ov _ 02v 
= b-ff~z~ - h'(t)g(z), (2.2) 
with the following initial and homogeneous boundary conditions: 
v(z, O) = qo(z), (2.3) 
v(0, t) = 0, 
(2.4) Ov 
~z (L,t) + av(L,t) = O. 
The initial data q0 of this transformed problem is obtained from the initial data I0 and is given 
by 
(a foZ  ) 
qo(z) = exp -~ [Io(x) + b] dx - g(z). (2.5) 
Let I0 E C[0, L]. Then, problems (2.2)-(2.4) can be considered as an initial value problem 
(IVP) on the Hilbert space L2(0, L), and it is easy to show that problems (2.2)-(2.4) have a 
unique solution in the class C(0, T; L2(0, L)) for any T ) 0 (see [15, p. 184]). In fact, let 
Cn(z) = V~n sinAnz, n E N, (2.6) 
where {An} is a positive increasing sequence defined by the relation 
A n cos AnL -'1- O~ sin AnL -= 0 (2.7) 
and [ ] J n=2 (A2nnUO~2) L+( :  x , nEN.  
Then, the solution of (2.2)-(2.4) becomes 
oo  
,,(z, t; %) = ~ ~o,, (t; %) ¢.(~), (2.8) 
where 
{/o' I  ,o.o .IE 1]}. wn (t; qo) ---- e-6;~t qo(X)~n(x) dx - An ((a/6)fo + 6A 2) 
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Furthermore, we can prove that this solution is continuous and differentiable with respect o the 
spatial variable on [0, L] x (0, T] (see [1]). To show these, we need only to notice that 
(2n - 1)~r < An _< nr  2 (2.9) 
2L --L-' IJnl -< L' 
from which we deduce that for each fixed positive time w 1 < T, there exists a constant C 
independent of n satisfying Iw,(t)l < C/n 3, for all (z, t) 6 [0, L] x [Wl, W]. So, through the inverse 
transformation 
(z, t; I0) = __5 {in Iv (z, t; %) + g(z)h(t)]}z - b, (2.10) a 
we can recover the solution of (1.1)-(1.3). 
REMARK 1. Consider the linear operator A on L2(0, L) defined by A¢ = 5D2¢ with 
DOM(A) = {¢ 6 H2(0, L) I ¢(0) = 0, (D¢+a¢) (L )  = 0}, 
where H2(0, L) is the usual Sobolev space and De is the weak derivative of ¢. Then, each Cn = 
v~,  sin Anz is the normalized eigenfunction of the operator A corresponding to the eigenvalue 
-A~,. It is well known that {¢n} spans DOM(A) and forms a complete orthonormal set in L2(0, L). 
Recall that we are assuming that I0 6 C[0, L] and that I0 satisfies the compatibility condi- 
tion (1.4). From these, it is easily verified that q0 E DOM(A) by direct calculation. Thus, we 
know from [15, p. 187] that the solution of (2.2)-(2.4) is actually the classical solution. Specifi- 
cally, the map z ~ v(z, t) is an element of DOM(A) for each t 6 [0, w]. 
Now we rewrite our parameter estimation problem with respect o v instead of ~. First, we 
know from (2.1) that 
/0 x~ ~f 6 
~9 (X, To; I0) dx = - -  In [v (xm, To; q0) + g (Xm) h (To) ] -[- -- In h (To) -- bxm, (2.11) a a 
where qo is given by (2.5). Thus, we may assume that we are given a set of data {Vm := 
V(Xm,Wo)}l<m<8. In fact, 
_e(a/6)foTo [1 -~-Cg(L- Xm)e_a /$[O,~+bx,~] ]  " (2.12) Vm 
t l+aL  J 
Now the parameter to be identified is q0 6 Q = L2(0, L), and the parameter-to-output mapping 
(I)" : Q --, R s is given by 
(I, s (%) = {v (xm, To; q0)}l<m<s " (2.13) 
In the next section, we consider an approximate identifiability problem for q0 based on the 
approximations of (2.2)-(2.4). 
Let H N be a finite-dimensional subspace in L2(0, L) and {x~}l<m<s a finite set of points in 
[0, L]. Let (pN) be a finite-dimensional problem approximating (2.2)-(2.4). Suppose QM is a 
finite-dimensional subset of the parameter space Q, such that for each qM 6 QM a solution 
vN(q M) 6 C(0, T; L2(0, L)) of problem (pN) exists and the map z ~ vN(z, t; qM) is contained in 
H N for each t G [0, w]. Let cN, M,8 : QM --4 R s be an approximation of the parameter-to-output 
mapping ¢8 defined by 
8 . cN, M,. (qM) = {v N (xm, To, qM) }l<m<, 
The following concept is from [12]. 
DEFINITION 2. The parameter qo is identifiable under approximation at ~M 6 QM with respect 
tO (H N, {x~n}l_<m_<8, QM) if qM ~ ~M implies ~N,M,s(qM) ~~N,M,8(~M), for all qM 6 QM. 
In the next section, we will find a condition on the observation points {x~n } under which the 
identifiability of q0 under approximation holds. 
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3. IDENTIF IAB IL ITY  UNDER APPROXIMATION 
According to Definition 2, we consider finite-dimensional pproximations for (2.2)-(2.4). We 
will fix s = M throughout he remainder of this paper. First, let 
H N = linear span (~n)l<n<N. 
Next, take QM __ H M and identify it with R M through the parametrization 
M 
qM = (Pl , ' '"  ,PM)¢-~ EPnCn(Z)" 
n=l  
Finally, let {gg} be the sequence of functions on [0, L] defined by 
g (z) = ex 
n=l  
Now we are ready to construct an approximation scheme for problems (2.2)-(2.4). Consider 
the partial differential equation 
Ov ~¢ 02v N 
Ot = 6--~z2 - h'(t)gN(z)' (3.1) 
with the following initial and homogeneous boundary conditions 
M 
vN(z,°) = Z P-¢-(z), (3.2) 
n=l  
v~(O,t) =o, 
Ov N (3.3) 
oq z (L, t) -'1"- otvN (L, t) ----0. 
Notice that (3.1)-(3.3) can be considered as an IVP in H iv as well as in L2(0, L). By linear 
semigroup theory, it is easy to verify that for each qM = {Pn}l<n<M, (3.1)-(3.3) have a unique 
solution v g in the class C(0, T; L2(0, L)) and that the map z ~ vg(z, t) is an element of H N for 
each t E [0, W]. In fact, 
N 
vN (z't;qM) = E Wn (t;q M) V~n sin Anz, (3.4) 
n=l  
where 
yrS,(a/6) f0 ] e_,X~t [" V~n(a/5)f0 ] 
Wn(t;qM) = Pn+ An~77X2n) j  - [ '~=~77A~) j  e(:/8)r°<, 
for 1 < n < M, (3.5) 
<,,.(t;qM)=[ M ((a/~)fo + 6A~)J , for M + 1 < n < N. 
Then, define an approximation ~N,M of the parameter-to-output mapping (~M as 
¢N,M (qM) = {v N (x M, To; qM) }l<m<M" (3.6) 
Regarding the identifiability under approximation, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. For each N,M E N, M < N, there exists a set of points {xM}l<m<M in [0, h] 
satisfying the following property. For qM, ~M E QM if 
v N M (Xm,To;q M) =V N (xM,To;51M), for everym= 1,...,M, (3.7) 
then qM = ~t M. In other words, the initial data qo is identifiable under approximation at each 
5t M e QM with respect o (H N, {xM}, QM). 
PROOF. It is clear from expression (3.5) that qM __ ~M if and only if wn(To; qM) = wn(To; ~M), 
n = 1,. . . ,  M. From (3.7), we know that the M-dimensional column vector 
[wl (To;q M) --0.)1 (To; (~ M) , . . .  ,0,}M (To;q M) --0)M (To; qM)] T 
is a solution to the homogeneous linear system associated with the following matrix: 
['sin(AlX M) sin(A2x M) .-. sin(AMxM)~ 
S({xmM}) "= [ Sin(~lx2M) sin()~2x2M) "'" sin(AMxM)) • (3.8) 
| • . • . * 
\sin( lX ) sin( M  ) 
Thus, it suffices to show that for each M E N, there is a set of points M {Xm }l<m<M which makes 
the matrix (3.8) nonsingular. We prove this statement by induction argument. It is obviously true 
for M 1. Suppose this is true for M 1 and that M-1 -~ -- {Xm }l<m(M-1 makes (3.8) nonsingular. 
Let us assume that it is false for M, so that for each x E [0, L], there exists a set of real numbers 
{crn = Crn(X)}l<m<M such that not all Cm'S are zero and satisfies 
M 
Z Cm(X) sinAmx - O. 
m=l  
From the induction hypothesis, we note that these crn's must be constant functions. This is 
absurd, since {s in  AnX}I<n<M are linearly independent in L2[0, L]. | 
Theorem 3 implies that the map ~N,M in (3.6) is injeetive under appropriate choice of points 
{XmM}l<ra<M. Thus, we have an estimation scheme for q0 which can be described as a composition 
of maps ~M : Q ._. RM and (~lV,M)-I : R M ~ QM, 
q0 {v M ~ qN,M,  ' ' (Xrn,  To; qo) } 
where qN, M satisfies that vN(x M, To; qN, M) __ v(xM, To; q0) for m = 1, 2, . . . ,  M. 
Recall that the true parameter qo is in the class H2(0, L) and satisfies the boundary conditions 
q0(0) = 0, (Dq0 + aq0)(L ) = 0, that is, q0 e DOM(A); see Remark 1. Since {~n}neN forms a 
complete orthonormal basis in DOM(A), we have a representation 
OO 
q0(z) = Z P°¢n(z)' pO = (q0, ¢n)L 2, (3.9) 
n----I 
where (., .)L 2 denotes the usual L2-inner product. Let qM E QM be the orthogonal projection 
of q0, that is, 
M 
qM(z) = Z POOh(Z)" (3.10) 
n- - - -1  
It is clear that qM converges to q0 in L2-norm as M goes to infinity. Then, we can prove that 
{vlV(x M, To; qM)} converges to .[v(x M, To; %)} as N and M goes to infinity. This can be verified 
from (2.8),(2.9) and (3.4),(3.5) (see Propositions 4 and 5 below). 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let qo = ~n°°=x P° ~n E Q and let qo M be the orthogonal projection of qo on QM, 
that is, qM = M ~'~n=l pOOh" Then, we have 
1 V~ Xe-(w2/L2)~5(M-i)~t (3.11) I.(z,t; qo) - v (z,t; qoM)l ___ ~ IlqollL~(o,L) V7 
for all (z, t) e [0, L] x (0, T]. 
PROOF. This is a consequence of (2.9) and the results from calculus. First, by the integral test 
for infinite series, 
oo 1 
E e-c"2 < - -  - -  c > o. (3.12) 
n=l  -- V~ 2 '  
We will also need the following estimate: 
Ip°[ = I(qo,f,)L21 < IlqollL~t0,r,], n ~ N. (3.13) 
Here we have used the HSlder inequality and the fact that I[~,[IL2 = 1. 
Now, recall that 
oo 
v(z, t; %) = E wn(t; qo)V/~n sin AnZ, (3.14) 
n=l  
where 
[ v~(a/6)fo ] e_ ,~t_  [~. v~(a/6)fo ] e(°/')~o '. OJn (t; qo) fo  + A~ ((a/~)fo + ~A~)J _ ((a/~)fo + 5A~)J 
Also, with the initial data qo M, the solution becomes 
¢20 
v(z't;qOM) : E ~Vn (t;q M) X/~n sin AnZ, (3.15) 
.=1  
where 
[ v~(~/~h ] e-,~,_ [~. ~(~/6)fo ] ~(o/,)~o~, (t;qg) 
= l p° + A. ((a/6)fo + 5A~)J ((a/6)fo + 5A2n)J 
for 1 < n < M, 
[ V~n(a/6)fo ](e_6X~t_e(a/6)rot ) for n > M+X. 
From expressions (3.14) and (3.15) of v(qo) and v(qM), we have 
Iv ( z , t ;  %) - v ( z , t ;  qg)[ = ~=~ap °e- '~' . . ,  ~sin  A,z 
v/~ ~ e-6~ t, 
< v~ z~TA_llp°l_..., by (2.9) 
4~ <_ ~ [[qo[[L2(0,L) ~ e -`t['~/L("-l)]2, by (2.9) and (3.13) 
n=M+l 
V~ e -6t[Ir/L(M-1)]2 oo e-6t[ ("r/L)2-((M-1)lr/L)z] < ~ IlqolIL'(O,L) 
n=M 
v~ -< ~ IlqolIL~(O,L) e-~'t'/L(M-1)12 ~ e -8'(~/L*)"~ 
.=1  
1 ~ 1 e_(~r2/L2)~(M_l) h 
< IIq011L~(O,L) by (3.12). - ,~ ,~ ~ , 
This completes the proof. | 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let q0 and qM be as in Proposition 4. Then, for each N >_ M, we have 
2f aL o (a/~)fotCN _ 1)_2, (3.16) Iv(z,t;q M) --v N (Z,t;qM)l _< --K~62 - ,-- 
[or au (z, t) e [0, L] x (0, T]. 
PROOf. We have already given the series representation for v(z,t; qM) in (3.15). Recall that 
vN(z, t; qM) is the approximate solution in H N, which is given by 
N 
vN (z't;qM) = Z ¢bn (t;q M) V/~n sin Anz, (3.17) 
n=l 
where the coefficients &n(t; qM) are same as those in v(z, t; q0M). First, we deduce from (2.9) that 
for each n > M, 
V/~n(a/6)f0 e-SAlt _ e(al6)fot 
[~. (t; qM)[ = ,X. ((a/6)fo + 6~)  
(3.18) 
< v~nafo~(a/6)fot < aV/2Laf0 ~(a/6)fot 1 
- 62A 3 - - ~-"6"~ 3= (n - 1) 3. 
Then, from expressions (3.15) and (3.17) for v(qo M) and vN(qM), we obtain 
[V(z't;qM) --vN (Z't;QoM) I = In=N+I ~ C°n (t;qM) v/'~nsinAnz 
v~ oo 
___~ ~ I~.(t;qoM)l, by(2.9) 
n=N+l 
<_ V/~ aV~L3fO (a/6)fo t oo 1 
v /~~ ~ Z (n_ I)3' by (3.18) 
n=N+l 
2 aLzf° ~(a/6)f°t(N -- 1)-2. 
--~ 71.3~2- ,_. 
Here, we have used the estimate 
~ 1 < 1 
n s ( s -  1)(m-  1) °-1' s > 1. 
n~f l  
The proof is completed. | 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose qM = En----1M Pn~n, ~M = En=IM Pn(n~ E QM. Then, 
Iv N (z , t ;qM) -v  N (z,t;?IM)[ < ~min  M, I+ 2---~vZ- ~ L :<"<M 
[Or a]l (z, t) e [0, L] X (0, T]. 
PROOF. It follows from the expressions (3.4) and (3.5) that 
M 
I qM) _ v N (z, t;c]M)l < ~ [p. - ~,~[e-' x~"t ~ [sin Anz[. 
n=l  
Then, by (2.9) and (3.12), the estimate follows. | 
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We now consider the following observation design problem, which will be answered in the next 
section. 
oo PROBLEM 1. Let q0 = ~-~n=l P°n{n E Q be the parameter to be estimated and let M 0 E 1~1 be a 
fixed number. Given an observation time To and a fixed number e > 0, find M1, N1 E 1~1 and a set 
of observation points {x M1 }l_<m_<M1 such that the following holds. If 
M1 
-1 M1 qN"M' = E Pn(~n----(~N"M' ) ({V(Xm,To ;qo)}) ,  
n=l  
then 
-P° I  < e, for all n= 1,...,M0. 
4. DESIGN OF OBSERVATION POINTS 
In this section, we consider the observation design problem by careful error estimates. First, 
we answer Problem 1. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose M M {xm }m=l is a set of observation points described in Theorem 3. That is, 
the initial data qo is identifiable under approximation at each element in QM with respect to 
(HN,{xM},Q M) whenever N >_ M. Let q0 = ~-~n°°__lp°~n E Q, qM = En=IM Pn~n° E QM, 
= M - and qN,M ~-~n=l Pn~n = (¢N'M)-I( {V( xM, To; q0)})" Then, there exJst positive constants C1 
and C2 independent of n, N, M, and To such that for each n = 1,. . . ,  M, 
[~ 1 ~ lr2/L 2 [n2_(M_l)2]Wo 
Ip ° -  < N ( ), , - l v@7 (4. 1) 
q-C2e 5(lr2/L2)n2T°+(a/6)f°T° (N - 1)-2] . 
PROOF. First, we notice that 
N 
vN (z't;qN'M) = E 5~n (t;q N'M) V/~n~n sin Anz, (4.2) 
n=l  
where 
vg-~.(al~fo_ .] e_~x~<_ [,X,., vO-~.(al~fo__ .] e(./6)fo,, 
Wn (t; qN,M) = [~)n q- An ( (a/6)fo + 6A~)J ( (a/6)fo + 6A~)J 
for 1 <n<M,  
[ .1 Dn(t;qN'M)= ~.((a/6)fo+6~)J , fo rM<n<N.  
By (3.17) and (4.2), for each m = 1, . . . ,  M, 
M 
e-6"%" To xl'~n Sln (.~n xM) (4.3) v N (x M, To; qN,M) _ V N (xM, To; q0 M) = E (Pn -- P0n) = " ' 
n----1 
Thus, we have for each n = 1, . . . ,  M, 
e-6A~T°vf~ni~n--pO[ < [IS-I({xM})[[ max iv N (XMm,To;q N'M) --V N (xM,To;q0M)[. (4.4) 
- -  l<m<_M 
Now recall that qN, M = (¢N,M)-I({v(xM ' To; q0)}) which means that 
v N (xM,To;q N'M) =v(xM,To;qo),  for all m= 1, . . . , i .  (4.5) 
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Then, it follows from (4.5), (3.11), and (3.16) that 
[v N (x M, To; qN, M) _ vN (X M, To; qM)[ = [V (X M, To; q0) -- vN ( xM, To; qg)[ 
x M <_ [v (xM, To; qo) - v ( m,To;q0M) l 
+I  v (Xm,M To; qY) -- V N (X m ,M To;qM) [ 
(4.6) 
1 ~ 1 e_(v:2/L~)~(M_I)2To 
< v~ v~ IIq011L~(0,L) 
2 aL~f0 ~(a/6)foWo{ N. _ 1) -2, 
for all rn = 1, . . . ,  M. Finally, combining (4.4) and (4.6), we get 
eSA~To 
(x, , , ,To;q N,M) - vN (X~,To;qM)I [P° -Pn l<-~ ]lS-'({xM})il,<m<Mmax v N M M 
V~ eSOr2/LU)n2T° I 1 ~ 1 e_(r~/L2)5(M_l)2To 
_< ] Is- '  . tlq011L (o,,) 
aLfo e(a/6)foT° + ~-~-~2- (g -  1) -2 , 
for each n = 1, . . . ,  M. The proof is completed. | 
Using Lemma 7, one can obtain various answers to Problem 1. The following theorem is one 
of them. 
THEOREM 8. Let M0, M1, N1 E N, M0 _~ M1 ~_ N1, and suppose that {x M' }l_<m_<Ma is a set of ob- 
servation points described in Theorem 3. Let qo ~- En%I pO~n E Q, and qNI,M, = En~IM' [)n~n -~ 
((I)NI,MI)--1 ({v(xMx, To; q0)})" Then, 
Ip ° - p,~] _< c, for n = 1 , . . . ,  M0, 
M1 provided that {x m }l_<m_<M1 satisfies the following two inequalities: 
( })1/2 
L2 ~V~o 
M1 > 1 M 2 7i.2~T----- ~ In S -1 
-- 2C1 ({xMa})  
where 
1 L aLS/2f0 
C1 = 2vf~ V~ [Iq°liL2(°'L) and C2 = v~Tr362 •
PROOF. Let us denote the right-hand side of (4.1) as Un for convenience. Notice that the upper 
bound Un for [p° n - Phi increases as n increases. So it suffices to show that UMo < e under 
the given hypothesis. In fact, the given hypothesis is chosen so that each term in UMo is less 
than e/2. The proof is completed. | 
Consequently, we obtain a solution to the following observation design problem. 
PROBLEM 2. Given ¢, TO, T1 > 0, design observation points which enable us to estimate v at 
time T1 with the maximum error ¢ from the observations obtained at time To. 
The previous results suggest he following process. 
O. Choose ~1,E2,~3 > 0 such that E1 -~-¢2 -I-¢3 = E holds. 
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1. Find M0 E N satisfying 
1 v~ 1 e_(=2/L2)~(Mo_i)2T1 <~1. 
2. Find NO E N satisfying 
aL2fo ~(a/6)foTi 
7r3~ 2 - (No -- 1) -2 < ~2" 
3. Set eo = e3V~/v~max{1/M0, (2V~-~vf~i/L + 2x/~-~V~l)} and then find M1 E N and 
{x M' }l<m<M~ satisfying 
L2 ~0 V~o 
M1 > 1 + M0 2 7r2~iT------ ~ In 
where Ci is the constant in Theorem 8. 
4. Find N1 • N satisfying 
N1 ~ 1-{- (2C2e6(Tr2/L')M~T°+(a/6)f°T°[[S-l({xM1})[[) 1 /2~0 
where C2 is the constant in Theorem 8. 
5. Take measurements {v M' }1<re<M1 = {v( xM', To)}l<ra<M1. 
M1 - 6. Find qN~,M1 = ~-'~n=l P,~n = ( ( I )N l 'M1) - l ({vM1}l<m~M1)  by solving the linear system 
N1 
Z Pn V~n sin(Anx M' ) = v M1 , m = 1, . . . ,  M1. 
n----1 
Mo 7. Solve problems (3.1)-(3.3) with N = No and the initial data ~n=t  PnCn to obtain ~ = 
No -~Mo 
v (2].=i ~n¢~). 
THEOREM 9. The above process answers Problem 2. 
PROOF. By triangle inequality, we have for all z • [0, L], 
 ,T1;Z o o 
n----1 
+ V(Z, T1;qM°) --uN° (Z, T1;q M°) 
+ (z, T1;q~°)--v N° Z, Ti; Z ~n a = {I} + {II} +{II I}. 
n=l  
Note that Proposition 4 and Step 1 give {I} < 81, while Proposition 5 and Step 2 give {II} < e2. 
Now let qo = )"~,°°--1P°n¢- be the true parameter. Steps 3--6 imply that [p° n - P,I < eo for 
each n = 1,. . . ,Mo, by Theorem 8. Then, Proposition 6 and the choice of eo = ea(v~/v~)  
max{I/M0, (2v/'~'~V~I/L + 2vf~-~v~i)} imply that {I I I}< 63. The proof is completed. | 
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5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
To i l lustrate our theory, an example is given. All the numerical computations were executed 
on a SUN-SPARC 20 workstation using MATLAB. 
We set 
L = 25cm, 0L = 0.03, f0 = 0.0204m~ n, 
= 0 21 f~cm2 - -  --0.0065 • vv~-i~, a = 0.5928 cm b = rain' 
This example was taken in [4] and these soil properties are similar to those used in [2]. The true 
parameter Io was assumed as 
0.03 - 5(z - 10)3/10 6, for z e [0, 10], 
I0(z) = 0.03, for z e [10, 25]. 
It was chosen so that it satisfies the compatibi l i ty conditions (1.4). Also, the parameters were 
related to nonponding infi ltration with the flux less than the saturated hydraulic conductivity. 
Thus, the soil remains unsaturated. 
Let q0 be the true parameter in the transformed problems (2.2)-(2.4) corresponding to I0, 
which is given by (2.5). To compute igenvalues {An}, we adopted Newton's method for finding 
zeros of the function x cos Lx + c~ sin Lx with the stopping criterion Ix cos Lx + a sin LX I < 10-10. 
Table 1 shows the first 15 eigenvalues. We set the observation time To = 10 minutes and chose 
the observation points 
iL i = 1 , . . . ,M .  
xM = M+I '  
Measured values for v at those observation points are given by 
1024 
vM= Zwn(To;qgS6)~n(xM), 1 _<m<M,  (5.1) 
n=l 
where q256 is the approximation of qo computed by 
256 
q2S6(z) -- E (q0, ~n)L2(0,L)~n(Z). (5.2) 
n~l  
Table 1. Eigenvalues. 
n An 
1 8.8505 x 10 -o2 
2 2.0120 x 10 -°1 
3 3.2225 X 10 -°1 
4 4.4571 x 10 -°1 
5 5.7010 X 10 -°1 
6 6.9494 ×10 -°1 
7 8.2003 x 10 -°1 
8 9.4527 X 10 -°1 
9 1.0706 ×10 +°° 
10 1.1960 x 10 +°° 
11 1.3214 x 10 +oo 
12 1.4469 x 10 +00 
13 1.5724 x 10 +°° 
14 1.6980 x 10 +°° 
15 1.8235 x 10 +°° 
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Recall that the normalized eigenfunction ~n is given by ~n(z) = v~nsinAnz. To compute the 
L2-inner product in (5.2), we adopt the trapezoidal rule with 2500 uniform divisions of [0, L]. 
We did not optimize the number of terms and divisions in (5.1) and (5.2) since the evaluations 
require only a few seconds. 
Table 2 and Figure 1 show the comparison of the true parameter q0 and the estimated param- 
eters qN,M for several values of M and N, while Table 3 and Figure 2 show the comparison of 
the true parameter I0 and the estimated parameters I N 'M corresponding to  qN,M.  Table 4 shows 
the comparison of the true and estimated Fourier coefficients pns of initial data qo for various M 
and N based on observations at To = 10 minutes. 
Tab le  2. L2 -norm [qN,M _ q01L2(0,L) ' 
M 
N 1 3 7 15 
64  3 .8260 × 10 -02  1.3006 x 10 -03  2 .8696 x 10 -05  5 .8639 x 10 -04  
128 3 .8256 × 10 -02  1.3002 × 10 -03  2 .8722 x 10 -05  9 .1317 x 10 -05  
256 3.8261 x 10 - °2  1.3009 x 10 - °3  2 .8884 x 10 - °5  2 .5458 x 10 -06  
512 3 .8260 x 10 - °2  1.3008 x 10 -o3  2 .8868 x 10 - °5  6 .9659 x 10 - °7  
1024 3 .8260 x 10 -02  1.3008 x 10 - °3  2 .8866 x 10 - °5  6 .3110 x 10 -o7  
o : : o 
..-, -5  - - -5  
E-10  -10 10 10 
u~-15 -15 .15 15 
a 
-20 • \ t -20 .20 20 
'-\ I -25 ,., -25 v -25 -- ' -25 --, 
-0.2 0 -0.2 0 -0.2 0 -0.2 0 
qo CJb qo CJb 
(a) M = 1, N = 64. (b) M = 3, N = 128. (c) M = 7, N = 256. (d) M= 15, N = 512. 
F igure  1. qo es t imate  ( - - :  t rue ,  o - - o: es t imated) .  
Tab le  3. L~-norml[I TM - IollL~(O,L). 
M 
N I 3 7 15 
64 1.0893 x 10 -o2 5.3495 x 10 -°3 2.1420 x 10 -°3 2,1374 x 10 -o2 
128 1.0892 x 10 -°2 5.3484 x 10 -03 2.1469 x 10 -°3 8.2066 x 10 -03 
256 1.0893 x 10 -o2 5.3512 x 10 -°3 2.1665 x 10 -03 1.6023 x 10 -03 
512 1.0893 x 10 -02  5 .3509 x 10 -03  2 .1646 × 10 -03  6 .2284 × 10 -04  
1024 1.0893 x 10 -02  5 .3509 × 10 -03  2 .1644 x 10 -03  6 .1772 x 10 -04  
Table 5 and Figure 3 show the comparison at time t = 90 minutes of the true solution 0 and 
the approximation 0 N'M, where 0 N'M is the function obtained f rom vN(qN'M), that is, 
0N,M(z,t ) = _5  {ln [v N (z,t; qN,M) + g(z)h(t)] } , -  b. 
a 
In all the figures, the solid lines represent the true curves, while the dashed with circles (in 
Figure 3, the solid with circles) correspond to the estimated ones. 
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o z 
-5 16 -5 ? -5 
-10 ~ -10 ~ .10 © .10 m 
t ' ~ -15 -15 t -15 ~ .15 
-20|  -20 .20 • .20 m / / / 
-25 ,., -25  ~ .25 ~ 25  ,c , 
0.02 0.04 0.02 0,04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 
T0 I0 TO TO 
(a) M---- 1, N- - - -64.  (b) M- - - -3 ,  N - -  128. (c) M =7,  N =256.  (d) M---- 15, N - -512 .  
F igure  2. Io es t imate  ( - - :  t rue ,  o - - o : es t imated) .  
Tab le  4. Four ie r  coeff ic ients o f  qN,M. 
n M = 3, N = 128 M = 7, N = 256 M -- 15, N -- 512 True  Va lue  
1 -1 .1083 x 10 +°  -1 .1008 x 10 +°  -1 .1005 x 10 +°  -1 .1005 x 10 +°  
2 -1 .5915 x 10 -1  -1 .7053 x 10 -1  -1 .7096 x 10 -1  -1 .7096 x 10 -1  
3 -6 .6867 x 10 -z  -5 .7099 x 10 -2  -5 .6567 x 10 -2  -5 ,6566 × 10 -2  
4 -2 .5524 x 10 -2  -2 .6139 x 10 -2  -2 .6139 × 10 -2  
5 -1 .4829 x 10 -2  -1 .3980 × 10 -2  -1 .3979 x 10 -2  
6 -7 .0151 x 10 -3  -8 .1181 x 10 -3  -8 .1180 x 10 -3  
7 -6 .5282 x 10 -3  -5 .0456 × 10 -3  -5 .0431 x 10 -3  
8 -3 .3395 x 10 -3  -3 .3396 x 10 -3  
9 -2 .3404 x 10 -3  -2 .3344 x 10 -3  
10 -1 .6957 x 10 -3  -1 .6968 x 10 -3  
11 -1 .2855 x 10 -3  -1 .2670 x 10 -3  
12 -9.6116 x 10 -4 -9.6806 x 10 -4 
13 -8.2728 x 10 -4 -7.5619 x 10 -4 
14 -5.5589 x 10 -4 -6.0319 x 10 -4 
15 -8.0510 x 10 -4 -4.8888 x 10 -4 
Table 5. L°O-norm II N, M - o11, at  t = 90min .  
M 
N 1 3 7 15 
64 6.0521 x 10 - °2  5 .2297 x 10 - °2  5 .1505 x 10 - °2  5 .1472 x 10 - °2  
128 .6 .3588 x 10 -03  7.4313 × 10 -04  5 .2205 x 10 - °4  5 .2204 × 10 -04  
256 6 .2873 x 10 - °3  7 .0287 x 10 - °4  8 .9464 x 10 - °5  8 .9465 x 10 -05  
512 6.2943 x 10 -03 7.0678 x 10 -04 2.7299 x I0 -°5 1.1472 x 10 -05 
1024 6.2952 X 10 -03 7.0727 x 10 -°4 2.7768 x 10 -°5 1.5832 x 10 -°8 
Finally, to test our design process, we set e = 1.0 x 10 -4, To ---- 10min and TI ---- 90rain. Take 
et = 0.1e, e2 = 0.5e, e3 = 0.4c. Then, the algorithm suggests hat 
Mo = 7, NO = 4394, Mz = 24, NI = 2965. 
That is, first, take observations {vm}z<m<24 at time 10min, and at the observation points 
24 24 {Xm }1_<m_<24 to obta in  Zn- -1  Pn~n = ((T~2965'24)-l({Vm}l<_m<_24). Then the approx imat ion  v 4394 
(z ,  T1 7 ;~-~,==1 Pn~,~) of the true state v(z, T1;qo) is accurate within the maximum permissible 
error 10 -a. The numbers No and N1 seem to be larger than those we actually needed. It 
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..-. - -5  -5  -5  
.,olt t_,o 
-25  ,25" ~ ' -25  .25 .~ 
0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 0 0.1 0.2 
THETA THETA THETA THETA 
Ca) M = 1, N=64.  (b) M=3,  N=128. (c) M=7,  N=256. (d) M =15, N=512. 
Figure 3. Estimated water content at t = 90min (--: true, o-~:  estimated). 
might be due to the rough estimation for the sine functions. Specifically, to obtain the esti- 
mation (4.1), all the absolute values of the sine functions were taken as the maximum value 1. 
Thus, the error bounds and the observation design might be improved. We set N1 = 720, 
24 ~ 1; En=l  Pn~n) for various N's. ~-~n=l PnCn : (¢720'24)-l({?')m}1Sm_<24), and computed vS(z,W 7 
The first seven Fourier coefficients obtained from (&72°'24)-1({vm}l<m<24) were accurate with 
the maximum error 1.3513 × 10 -7, whereas the ones obtained from (¢256'7)-1({vm}1<m<7) were 
accurate with the maximum error about 10 -3 (see Table 4). Table 6 shows the L°°-norm 
at t = 90 min, which supports our design scheme. 
Table 6. L~-norm ~vN(y']~=I ~,~r~) -- V[L~,(0,L) at t = 90min. 
Error 1.1881 x 10 -°1 2.1664 x 10 -°2 3.'/115 x 10 -°3 4.'/584 x 10 -°4 1.8652 x 10 .o9 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Burgers equation is considered as a mathematical  model for one-dimensional vertical non- 
hysteretic infiltration in nonswelling soil with finite depth. The nonlinear problem was changed 
to a linear one by an appropriate transformation. Using the concept of identifiability under 
approximations, we developed an approximation scheme for estimating the initial data of the 
transformed model based on a set of observations. The observations were designed to obtain an 
approximate solution with a desired accuracy. This approximation scheme is a direct one. We do 
not need iteration for the minimization process, which is needed for least squares approaches. By 
the back transformation, we can obtain the corresponding approximations for the initial water 
distribution. This technique can be applied to other similar nonlinear problems. 
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